Working
on Facial
Features
Study the basics and
learn systems to help you
create facial features.

Use this guide to help you
when creating your own
manga character or comic.

The Face Shape:
Begin with a circle.
Divide the circle horizontally into two halves.
Divide the circle again vertically, extending the
line about 1/2 way past the circle.
Using the divided circle you now have, lightly
draw in a chin at the bottom of the circle.
The chin should not extend farther than your
vertical guideline.
Begin drawing the face outline:
Locate the halfway point on your vertical
guideline and draw a horizontal guideline
across the width of the head to indicate your
eye line.
Halfway between the eyeline guideline you
just drew, and the chin, draw a short
horizontal guideline to indicate the bottom of
the nose.
Lastly, halfway between the nose guideline
and the chin, draw another short horizontal
guideline to indicate the shadow below the
lower lip.

Adding in Facial Features:
First, add in the ears.
They should go from the eyeline to the
nose line on the outer edges of the circle.
Next, add your nose (on the nose guideline
you previously drew).
Have fun playing with different types
and shapes of noses!
If you are looking for something quick
and easy, try a slight corner angle with
some shading (as seen in the drawings to
the right).
Eyebrows require simple, curved lines above
the eyes that follow the placement of the
eyes as well.
You can also wait to add the eyebrows in
until you have drawn in the eyes (guide
on next slide).
Finally, draw in the mouth guideline at the
halfway point in between the nose and the
shadow guidelines you previously drew.

Eyes:
Manga eyes generally have a sharp
top and bottom with softer sides or
corners.
The eyebrow follows the shape of the
upper eyelid (but you are welcome to
play with expressions that alter the
eyebrow shape.)
The distance of the eyebrow from the
upper eyelid is proportioned to the
eye height.
The upper eyelid usually casts a
shadow on the eye.
Female eyes tend to have more
highlights in them and their
eyelashes tend to be longer and
more dramatic.
Have fun with the eye shape and
remember you can always erase and
start over, adjust, or try again!

Drawing the Hair:
The hair lies outside of the circle
guideline you drew in step 1.
This allows hair to have a
more realistic and believable
look.
Whether the hair you design is
long and sleek, or short and
spikey, divide it into sections and
outline those rather than trying to
draw every single strand of hair.
Shade the hair.
Hair is typically shiny (shaded
with high contrast).
Hair has volume!
Try to vary the size and shape
of the clumps of hair.
When you reach the ends,
especially around the neck
and chin, have the sections
curve slightly inwards.

